CENTRED POLICING

National Youth
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Chief Constable

Olivia Pinkney

Since developing the National Strategy for the Policing of
Children & Young People, I have found the area of
police engagement with children and young people a
challenging one to lead.
There are many examples of
local good practice, often
successful because of the
personality and commitment of
key individuals.
I felt that it was important to
ﬁnd out from young people
how they saw the future of
engaging with the police.

I therefore commissioned an
intensive piece of discovery
work to help us to answer that
question and this report shares
the ﬁndings and the plans for
the future.
I am grateful to the Police ICT
company who led the
discovery work and were
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hugely helpful in helping to
secure funding to move
forward.
I am very excited about the
future in developing a National
Youth/Police engagement
project and look forward to
sharing the results of that work
with you in due course.

THE CHALLENGE

The challenge for policing is understanding
how to engage with children and young people.
Traditionally this has happened through
neighbourhood teams and schools policing.

Children and Young People (C&YP)

be looking at communicating and

spend increasing amounts of time in the

engaging with C&YP through social

digital world, so how can policing reach

media over the subsequent six

them and have meaningful engagement

months.

both face-to-face and digitally?
The 2025 policing vision says that:
It has been identiﬁed within the national

“By 2025 digital policing will make it

child centred policing strategy that

easier and more consistent for the

policing needs to understand what

public to make digital contact.”

digital engagement between the police
and C&YP looks like.

It therefore seemed timely that
research needed to be undertaken to

An HMIC inspection (July 2015) looking

explore how to take this forward with

at safety of C&YP on the internet led to

C&YP and − most importantly ﬁnd out

a recommendation that all forces should

what they think.
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WHAT DID WE DO?
A discovery is an intensive piece of work
which sets and seeks to answer key

In February 2017, Chief Constable Olivia
Pinkney, National Police Chiefs’ Council lead
for the Policing of Children and Young People,
commissioned a two-week discovery in order
to answer three questions:

questions. It involves a multidisciplinary
team who work to understand user needs
and key business processes to form
recommendations and next steps.
Young people were involved in the
creation of an online survey. Face-to-face

What do C&YP want to achieve through
engagement with policing?

interviews and guerrilla research were
conducted with over 120 young people
between the ages of 11 and 22 in
Leicester, London and across Sussex.

How do C&YP want to engage with
policing?

Over 5,000 young people completed our
online survey, which was published
through schools and colleges, children’s

What does policing want to achieve
through engagement with C&YP?

charities, youth oﬀending teams and the
wider policing family. The survey was only
available for a week, so the volume of
returns was very signiﬁcant.

WHO WAS INVOLVED?
Product Sponsor: Chief Constable Olivia Pinkney

Delivery Support: Joe Kelly, The Police ICT Company

Product Owner: Caroline Adams, National staﬀ oﬃcer

Stakeholder manager: Tom Smith, The Police ICT

to Chief Constable Olivia Pinkney

Company

Digital Policing Portfolio Product Stakeholder:

User Researcher: Saransh Gupta, Rock Kitchen Harris

Yasmin Nobbs, Digital Policing Portfolio

Business Analysts: John Adeniyi/Kara Gonella, Thames

Service Manager: Dan Bowden, The Police ICT Company

Valley Police and Hampshire Constabulary

Delivery Manager: Harshul Modha, Rock Kitchen Harris

Tech Lead: Dave Wilson, Thames Valley Police &
Hampshire Constabulary
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WHAT THEY SAID
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What young people told us about their thoughts on
the police
Headline - Most C&YP tend to have an indifferent or negative view of
policing, and often view policing as authoritarian or ‘scary’.
• Most did not have any contact with the police.

• 74% of C&YP said they would dial 999 in an
emergency. Only 2.5% knew to call 101 in a

• Those with no past experience/interaction were

non-emergency.

indiﬀerent to the police, whereas those that had
had contact were more likely to have a negative

• Most do not want any contact with the police,

view of the police.

however they did say they are interested in
engagement with the police if it is through the right

• Most see police oﬃcers as authority ﬁgures

channel, with the right content.

• Most say that they feel anxious when they see a

• Over 56% of them said that they would like to talk

police oﬃcer and felt that the police were not

to the police face-to-face in their school or college.

approachable and felt intimidated and anxious in
approaching oﬃcers/staﬀ.

• Over 79% said the police should be there for you to
talk to on social media.

What C&YP told us about their use of social media
Headline - Social media is a part of daily life for most C&YP, and their
views are shaped by the content they see. C&YP often see negative
content about the police online.
• Almost all C&YP we spoke to used social media,

• Social media plays a very important role in shaping

every day.

views about the police. Most felt that they saw a lot of
negative content about the police online. They draw

• Very few of them followed the police on Twitter and

their views on policing from the content they see,

Facebook. However, the few who did felt it was very

regardless of its source, or which police force or

useful.

country it is about. For example, several young people

• Past experience, either their own, or of people they

made statements such as “police oﬃcers shoot young

know, massively inﬂuences opinion towards the

black men”, not realising that there is a diﬀerent

police.

approach to law enforcement in the UK from America.
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Advice given by C&YP to the police on how to engage
with them
Headline - Policing needs to go to C&YP with content they want, in the
spaces they are in. Policing needs to be available and responsive to
C&YP when they need us, to build trust and relationships.
• They felt that there should be more positive content

• Most said that videos were the preferred content for

about the police online.

them to engage with online.

• They felt that they would better engage with police if

• Most said policing needs to come to them, rather than

there was a way to ask questions and ask for
information conﬁdentially.

the other way around.
• Some felt that police should understand what C&YP do

• Availability and trust leads to engagement.

and the challenges they face.

• Most felt that the police need to be on younger

• Trust, conﬁdentiality and the ability to be heard were

channels like Snapchat, Instagram and YouTube.

the top 3 factors for C&YP that lead to engagement.

• Most said that they would never add a police oﬃcer

• Tiny positive actions by the police impact opinions of

on social media.

indiﬀerence, eg a smile from an oﬃcer.

• Those from a BME background felt that they are
usually not heard by policing, and felt that simple
listening and explaining can help improve

• Most used WhatsApp to chat with friends and family.
• Some did not have clarity on what is right or wrong
and expected police to come forward and explain

relationships.

(eg drinking in public, sexting, drugs).

• Most want to see content that is fun, and interesting
to them.

• Content that was impactful, and thought - provoking
resonated with young people and was the driving force
behind engagement with peers around certain topics.

“Policing needs to go to children and
young people with content they
want, in the spaces they are in.”
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How do you feel about the police? Why?
A strong majority of respondents have a positive view of the police (words from all respondents):

HELP
COMMUNITY HELPFUL
SAFE GREAT JOB STOP
FEEL HELPING
SOMETIMES NEVER
ANYTHING

PROBLEMS

DOING

EVERYONE

SEEM FRIENDLY

MOST OFTEN SITUATIONS CRIME
ISSUES
ONLY COME
PUBLIC

RIGHT

TAKE ONE

MUCH

KEEPING

WORK TRUST

SURE JUST
DONE
TIMES

NOTHING

FORCE
PROTECT DONE ALOT YOUNG
SEEN MANY
REASON

POSITIVE

RESPECT

SAFETY

BAD AREA
TOWN LOOK

PROBLEM

NICE

SCHOOL
WANT

OFFICERS

STILL

THINK
TIME

NEEDED

GOOD

SOCIETY

AROUND

IMPORTANT

LAW

TRYHELPED

LIKE
DEAL PAST
AROUND
TALK

WRONG

HARD

NEGATIVE

SAFER ALWAYS
EXPERIENCE THINGS
SERVICE HELPED PRESENCE CRIMINALS OFFICER SOME
BETTER

Words from over 300 respondents who have a highly negative view of policing:

NEVER
JUST

DI

ALL

THINK

STOP & SEARCH

SERIOUSLY

BAD

ANYTHING

RACIST

NOTHING FORCE TAKE IM
RUDE
YOUNG

OFFICERS JOB

OTHER
DA INNIT

FUCK

CORRUPT
RUIN
WASTE
WRONGFULLY
NEED
PIGS
LESS DON’T LIKE
GO
WRONG
CORRUPTION
LOT

HOUSE
DOG

CAUSE
AWAY
FTF SOME
OFFICER

REASON

DRUGS
EXPERIENCES

OTHERS
SEEM
FEDS

IMPORTANT

DONE

ACTUALLY

ISSUES LAW

TOOK

ENOUGH

Assumption: This data provides views from children and young people, though these will tend to be the views of those who are
more open to engagement/already engaged with policing. Of the 5,000 respondents, not all respondents answered all questions.
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User needs for children and young people

As a ...

I need to ...

So that ...

Young person

Be able to ask questions to the police
conﬁdentially

I can get answers to my questions without my
parents/teachers or friends being involved

Young person

Be able to trust the police

I can rely on them

Young person
from
BME
Younga person
background

Be assured that my voice is heard

I can communicate with the police conﬁdently

Young person

Know what the law is

I can be better informed to make the right
decision

Young person

Have the police to be present in my
world

I can better relate to them

Young person

Understand the role of policing and
what the police do

I can be less anxious when
approaching them

Young person

Know where, when and how I can
contact the police

I can reach out when needed

Young person

Have access to relatable and easily
accessible advice and information

I can understand types of issues that
can aﬀect me or my peer group

Young person
from a BME
background

More clarity around stop and search

I can understand the reasons for it

Comms oﬃcer

Create more positive content about
policing

We can instil trust among young
people and enable engagement

Police oﬃcer

Be more approachable and
knowledgeable

Young people ﬁnd me less intimidating

Police oﬃcer

Understand what a young person’s
world is like

I can better relate and communicate
with them
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OVERVIEW OF WHAT CHILDREN
AND YOUNG PEOPLE TOLD US
Most C&YP tend to have an indifferent or negative view of
policing, and can often view policing as authoritarian or ‘scary’.
• Most C&YP say that they feel anxious when they see a police oﬃcer.
• Some C&YP felt that police were not approachable.

Social media is a part of daily life for most C&YP, and their views
are shaped by the content they see. C&YP often see negative
content about the police online.
• C&YP draw their views on policing from the content they see, regardless of its source, or which
police force or country it is about.
• Social media plays a very important role in shaping views about the police.

Policing needs to go to C&YP with content they want, in the
spaces they are in. Policing needs to be available and responsive
to C&YP when they need us, to build trust and relationships.
• Most C&YP want to see content that is fun, and interesting to them.
• Most C&YP said policing needs to come to them, rather than the other way around.
• Availability and trust leads to engagement.

“Availability and trust leads to engagement.”
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WHAT
POLICING SAID
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What does policing want to achieve through
engagement with C&YP?
In order to understand the policing need to engage with children and
young people, CYP leads, school officers, digital engagement officers
and comms staff from the following were consulted.

What policing told us about engaging with C&YP
• Policing believes that digital engagement is vital,

• There is appetite for more leadership and direction for

though shouldn’t be the total replacement for

digital engagement with C&YP.

face-to-face engagement.

• Each forces approach is diﬀerent, and therefore there

• Most forces are actively pursuing engagement

is no clear user journey for C&YP.

opportunities with C&YP in their communities.

• Policing is seeking to use engagement to help ensure

• There is a belief that policing should and could be

C&YP are safe and well informed.

exploiting digital channels more eﬀectively for C&YP.
• There is no common approach to engagement with

• Policing is seeking to build trust and relationships
through engagement.

C&YP across policing. Good work tends to be

• Policing sees digital engagement as an opportunity to

localised to speciﬁc areas, often led by individuals,

enable C&YP to shape the future of policing.

and typically not force-wide.
• Forces ﬁnd the content and the process involved in
engaging with C&YP challenging.
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Chat contributers

#WeCops
CONVERSATION ON CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
Input from across policing via a live Twitter Q&A with
Chief Constable Olivia Pinkney on engagement and
policing of C&YP.
Total reach for the hashtag #WeCops:

Total number
of tweets
shared as part
of discussion:

1,600,000 people

530
TALK
IMPROVE

CHIEF

Total ‘timeline deliveries’ for #WeCops:

5,200,000 people

ENGAGE TRUST AIM
APPROACH

TREATED COPS

YOUNG

DISCOVERY
UNDERSTANDING LEAD INVOLVED
AGENCY

INPUT

KEY

HOST

COMPASSION

CHILDREN REACHCULTURE
BUILDING

ABSOLUTELY
SHARE CARE
HEAR IDEAS

IMPROVE
FOLLOWERS
SOLVING
TRUST
DIGITAL
GENUINE
SERVICES
NEIGHBOURHOOD
SHARING GREAT

RESPONSE EXPLORE
FUTURE

INTERVENTION
GIVING KEY

LISTEN CHAT

IMPROVING

ENGAGEMENT INTERESTING
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OVERVIEW OF WHAT POLICING
TOLD US
∙

Policing believes that digital engagement is vital,
though shouldn’t be the total replacement for
face-to-face engagement.

∙

Most forces are actively pursuing engagement
opportunities with C&YP in their communities.

∙

There is a belief that policing should and could be
exploiting digital channels more effectively for C&YP.

∙

There is no common approach to engagement with
C&YP across policing. Good work tends to be localised
to specific areas, often led by individuals, and typically
not force-wide.

“...digital engagement is vital, though shouldn’t be
the total replacement for face-to-face engagement”.
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WHO DO THEY
FOLLOW ONLINE?
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Who engages with C&YP well?

The LADbible

boohoo.com

adidas

Focus on delivering the right

Response times of less than

Uses peer-to-peer

content on the right channel

5 minutes, 24 hours a day,

advertising / discussion as

at the right time.

7 days a week.

focus of campaigns.

Zoella

Stampy

From number one UK vlogger Zoella’s ﬁrst novel

YouTube gamer Stampy has more than 8 million

selling more copies than Harry Potter in its ﬁrst

subscribers, uploads various games and videos every

week of sales to BBC Radio 1 hiring her and other

day and uses diﬀerent medium channels such as

popular vloggers Tyler Oakley and TomSka to

Twitter, podcast and Facebook to connect with his

present shows in a bid to cling on to younger

audience. Stampy has an online e-commerce website

listeners, Zoella has a subscription view of over 11

selling clothes and accessories to men, women, kids

million. It seems these youthful YouTubers have

and babies. This enables him to expand his reach and

tapped into an incredibly lucrative audience.

inﬂuence to a larger audience.

Influencers – who are they?
• Social media inﬂuencers

• Available across a number of channels

• Vloggers

• Access to large audiences/followings

• Inﬂuential within their peer group/niche

• Deliver engaging content

What can policing learn from social media influencers?
• A multi-channel approach to engagement.

• Utilise content that actively encourages users to

• Build strong relationships with their followers, through
open dialogue and being available where they are.
• Understanding where young people are, and engaging
at their level, in the spaces they are in.
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engage (such as interactive games, questions, calls
to action).
• Regular content uploaded and created at speciﬁc
times each day/week/month.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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• It is good practice to have ongoing research into how young people want
to engage with policing, should this discovery move into alpha.
• Engagement with C&YP needs to be driven by ongoing user research.
• C&YP need to be at the centre of police engagement with young people.
• Policing content needs to be designed around user needs, with young
people involved.
• Policing needs to be in the spaces that C&YP use, when they use them.
• Ongoing, continuous evaluation should drive policing engagement with
C&YP.
• Provide national leadership and direction for digital engagement between
policing and C&YP.
• Explore how policing can best learn from and exploit inﬂuential social media
users, and micro-inﬂuencers.
• More research should take place to explore how young people want to
report crimes, incidents and concerns to policing (linked to the Digital
Policing Portfolio).

“Understanding where young people are, and
engaging at their level, in the spaces they are in.”
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WAY FORWARD
How can we stop dad dancing and start talking?
The discovery recommend the

The discovery also highlighted the

It was clear from the discovery that

creation of a national content/

need for clear guidance for staﬀ

through building better

subject matter expert team to work

and oﬃcers that manage

relationships with young people,

directly with young people in order

engagement with C&YP. This

and engaging with them in ways

to deliver eﬀective, relevant

project would act as a national hub

that suit them, policing can foster

content to young people through

for engagement between C&YP

trust, and ensure that when young

the channels they use, both locally

and the police, working closely with

people need their police force, they

with forces and nationally.

existing national programmes, the

feel more comfortable reaching out

College of Policing and police

to them.

forces.

What next?
A successful bid was submitted to the HO Police Transformation Fund
to create a national youth police engagement project. In order to
reflect the two main findings:

56%

79%

in schools and colleges – a post within the

should have a presence in social

Personal Social Health Association (PSHE)

media. Therefore a project to

to develop a hub of expertise for child

achieve this is based within the

centred policing in schools and colleges.

Digital Policing portfolio.

of young people thought the police

of young people liked face-to-face contact
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CONTACT
Caroline Adams
Staﬀ Oﬃcer for National Children &
Young Persons Portfolio to CC Olivia Pinkney

Mobile: 07990 776357
Email: caroline.adams@sussex.pnn.police.uk
Sussex Police HQ, Church Lane, Lewes, BN7 2DZ
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CENTRED POLICING
www.npcc.police.uk

@PoliceChiefs

